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5. Test Results and Evaluation 
 

This chapter explains the testing carried out and test results obtained. Test results serves 

as the basis to evaluate the system functionality against the system scope defined in the 

introduction. As much as possible test cases [Table 11] were planned to cover the entire 

scope. Its’ also discussed a possible approach for an empirical evaluation of the system 

by the end users. Further an analysis of a questioner [Appendix E] based system 

evaluation done by general public is also included.  

  

5.1 Test Approach 
 

Scope of Testing:  

Testing was carried out for key functional requirements as well as some non-functional 

requirements with associated criticality and Quality objectives. 

Test Coverage included UI Testing (web interfaces), Functional Testing, End to End 

Testing and Security Testing. 

 

Test execution:   

Test execution was done for the discussed business collaborations which were further sub 

divided in to business transactions and activities. These business activities are well 

defined in the business documents i.e. SMS formats defined in chapter-3 (Table-2-3, 

Table  5- 9) which ultimately serve as the test case scenarios for test execution. 

  

Test Environment  

Test environment was with the same configurations as in development environment 

defined in section 3.4.1 . The Trading Portal application was hosted in Blue tooth enabled 

lap top and blue tooth enabled Sony Erickson phone was used to serve as the SMS 

gateway. Two NOKIA 2100 phones were used to send test SMS’s to the application. 
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Planning and Executing Quality Assurance Test Cases  

Based on the system scope defined in the introduction as much as possible quality 

assurance test cases were identified and documented [Table 11] in the areas of 

functionality and security. Negative test cases were also identified for some functionality. 

In summary total of 55 test cases were planned, out of which 47 were executed and got 

passed. Out of the 55 test cases 8 were for negative functionality and another 6 were for 

security aspects. Some of the testing carried out based on the identified test cases are 

illustrated in the following section [5.2 Test Results Evaluation] 

 

5.2 Test Results Evaluation For Functional Requirements 
Testing and test result evaluation was carried out in align with key functional areas as 

specified in business collaborations. 

 

 

5.2.1 User Management  
User Registration was carried out with user registration web client and successful 

registration was verified with the SMS received at the mobile phone as shown in figure 

28. 

 
 

Figure 27 - User registration Web Client 
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Figure 28 - User registration Confirmation SMS 

 
 
 
5.2.2 Farmer Offer Management 
Registered farmers can submit their offers to sell in the following format as specified in 

table 3.  

 

 
Figure 29 - SMS  for Farmer Advertising Offer to Sell 

 
Upon successful registration they receive a SMS with a reference no assigned to the offer 

for further tracking as follows. 

 

 
Figure 30 - Acceptance SMS  for Farmer’s  Offer to Sell 
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5.2.3 Trader Offer Management 
Registered  traders can submit their offers to sell in the following format as specified in 

table 5. 

 
Figure 31 - SMS  for Trader Posting an  Offer to Buy 

 
 

 
Figure 32 - Acceptance SMS  for Traders ’s  Offer to Sell 

 
 
5.2.4 Farmer –Trader Offer Matching  
 
As a result of  Farmer Offer- Trader Offer Matching operation the following SMS’s are 

posted to farmer and trader in exact match scenarios. 

 

  

Figure 33 - Exact Match notification to  Traders 

 
 

      

Figure 34 - Exact Match notification to Farmer 
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Farmer Trader Offer analysis is facilitated by the following web interface  

 

 

Figure 35 - Farmer –Trader Offer analysis web interface 

 
5.2.5 Farmer Queries  
Other farmer queries (refer table 4)  such as request for published prices for a specific 

product with active farmer offers ( Max 3 and Min 3)-(MC-204) ,request for today’s 

highest Offer for specific product (MC-205)  ,view Offers  posted by me today (MC-207)  

and view Offers posted by me for last 5 days (MC-208) were also executed and the 

system has demonstrated a high accuracy in such operations . 

 

5.2.6 Trader Queries  
Other trader queries (refer table 5)  such as request for published prices for a specific 

product with active farmer offers ( Max 3 and Min 3)-(MC-304) ,request for today’s 

highest Offer for specific product (MC-305)  ,view Offers  posted by me today (MC-307)  

and view Offers posted by me for last 5 days (MC-308) were also executed and the 

system has demonstrated a high accuracy in such operations. Traders have been offered 

with extensive set of querying capability as specified with message code 309 – 316 

(Table -5)    and  all those queries submitted in desired SMS format , produced results 
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with the same efficiency as in other queries. When ever lengthy messages were generated 

system was capable to send  it as 2 or 3 SMS..   

Trader queries are further facilitated by the product search web interface shown below 

 

 

Figure 36 - Product search web interface 

 

5.2.7 Trader placing a Bid for a specific farmer offer 
Trader placing a Bid for a specific farmer offer takes the following form as specified in 

Table.6  

 

 
 
 
Upon successful submission of a bid the trader receives an acceptance message as in 

figure 37 while farmer receives a notification on the same as in figure 38. Bid 

management module, also restricts placing bids with lesser quantity than the minimum 

quantity farmer had agreed to sell in the offer. 

 

 
Figure 37 - Successful Bid Placement Notification for Trader 
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Figure 38 - Notification on the bid for Farmer 

 
5.2.8 Farmer’s   Negotiation on the Bid Amount 
Farmer can further negotiate on the bid amount place by trader with a SMS in the 

following format 

 
 

5.2.8 Search for Best Bid 
Mean while system allows farmer to search on the best bid placed so far on his offer with 

the SMS with following format and farmer gets a notification as in figure 39. 

 

 

Figure 39 - Notification on Best Bid for farmer offer 

 

5.2.9 Locking an Offer in Negotiation   
Yet  another remarkable  feature of the system is allowing farmer to lock the offers  

that are in the negotiation process to prevent further bidding carried out on the same. 

Locking could be done with following message format and once the offer is locked the 

farmer gets a  notification as in figure 40. 
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Figure 40 -  Notification on Bid Locking to farmer 

 

System allows farmer to unlock the bid  with the message starting with code 204 as 

specified in table-3.  

 
5.2.10 Bid Closure and Acceptance  
 

Farmer -Tarder negotiation process can be further continued until farmer feels like 

closing the bid. The bid closure suggestion may come from the farmer in following 

format. 

 

 
 

Figure 41 - Systems Notification on farmer’s bid closure suggestion to trader 

 

If trader aggress with the last negotiated amount by farmer as stated in  the SMS he may  

go ahead with confirming it as follows specifying the agreed amount to buy and upon his 

confirmation a notification is sent to the trader as in figure 42. 
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Figure 42 - Systems Notification on Traders bid closure confirmation 

 

Final confirmation on the bid acceptance is done by farmer using following message 

format which will then initiate the payment handling procedure.  Upon successful bid 

acceptance the trader get a notification as in figure 43. 

 

 
 

 

Figure 43 - Systems Notification on initiation on payments handling 

 

5.2.11 Payments Management  
Once the farmer confirm the deal  the payment handling process  is initiated and if  the 

traders account is having sufficient funds then the relevant amount is transferred to the 

farmer account.  Upon successful funds transfer that‘ll be notified to the farmer as well as 

trader as follows. 

 

Figure 44 - Notification on Successful funds transfer to Farmer 
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Figure 45 - Notification on Successful funds transfer to Trader 

 

System is so flexible in handling some exceptional cases such as trader not having 

Sufficient  funds in his account where upon receiving such a notification farmer can still 

by pass the payment process using  a SMS with message code 500 as specified in table -

7. But for this to happen, a good relation ship and credibility should have been built 

between trader and farmer. 

 

Moreover other queries relating to payments such as view payments received for a 

specific transaction by  farmer view payments received for the date by farmer and  

view payments done for the date by trader have been executed with very good response 

time which was about 1 minute. 

 

5.2.12 Transportation Management 
Once the funds transfer is completed the systems sends and notification to the trader 

reminding on transportation requirement if he has any. 

 

If the trader   needs the transportation he may need to respond as follows specifying the 

bid id, starting point & destination along with the quantity and product. 

 

 

Figure.51   SMS for Trader request for Transportation 

 

Upon receiving a transport request by trader the system sends SMS notifications to 

transport owners with vehicle availability. 
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If transporter is willing to undertake the order he may responds as follows  

 

 
Once transporters responses with the charge for the transportation the following 

notification is sent to the trader.  

 

 
 

 

5.2.13 Service Registration  
 

All the service activation requests were responded on request grant with good response 

time’s i.e. less than in 1 minute time.  

Once  activated  the service - notifications on trading partners credibility proved to be a 

remarkable feature of the system as when several bids are placed on a specific farmer 

offer the system starts sending recommendations on the trader just by referring to star 

points earned by him and this feature facilitate trader to make a good decision. 

  

Also it was noted that the service - notification on back orders was very efficient in 

identifying relevant farmer offers related to back orders registered and notifying on the 

arrival of the offer to trader.  
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5.3 Systems Capability in meeting Non-Functional Requirements 
 

Response Time Analysis 

Farmers and traders receive Offer acceptance notifications generated by the system  

within 1 minute time . The processing time here  is negligible and  response time is 

mostly based on the SMS processing modules thread processing time (i.e SMSProcessing 

Thread, PendingSMSReading  Thread and Notification Reader  Thread ). 

In exact matching scenario if an exact match / matches available when a farmer /trader 

introduces an offer either party receives an response with in 2 minutes when there was 

about 200 records in tblFarmerOffers and tblTraderOffers each. This  seems to be a 

better response time and  entirely depend on efficiency of SMSProcessing Thread and 

Offer Matching thread. In executing various farmer and trader queries system has 

demonstrated a high accuracy and efficiency with an average response time of 1-2 

minutes. 

5.4 Approach for empirical evaluation of the system   
 
It is highly recommended to have a thorough empirical evaluation to understand how 

stakeholder feels about the solution developed but it was not included in the scope of this 

research work due to time constraints.  

In executing an empirical evaluation of the solution it’s required at least 50 users to play 

the role of farmer, 50 to play the role of trader and 5 to play the role of transporter.  The 

minimum no of offers to sell that needs to be posted by a farmers and the minimum no of 

offers to buy that needs to be posted by a traders are required to be defined with a given 

time frame as it would facilitate to get some measures on system throughput in terms of 

SMS volume that could be handled by the system. In this kind of evaluation, to facilitate 

user operations a brochure designed in local language [Appendix B] that contains 

operating instructions in the form of SMS message code for each an every operation and 

message format can be distributed among them selves. Further smooth execution of the 

empirical evaluation of this nature requires replacing the GSM modem / GSM mobile 

phone that act as the SMS gateway by a open source SMS gateway such as Kannel [3.2.6] 
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5.5 Questioner based user evaluation of the system   
 
A questioner [Appendix E] was prepared and distributed among general public to get 

their feedback on the operational aspects of the system. Ten people were selected 

randomly and system operations were explained using a power point presentation and 

clarifications were provided until they got familiarized with the operational aspects of the 

system.  Out of the ten, five people gave feedback on farmers point of view and the rest 

of the people gave feed back on the traders point of view. Then the questions in the 

questioner were explained to them and when ever necessary it was explained in sinhala 

language  as well. The responses received have been summarized and presented below.  

 

The questioner was very  helpful to identify pros and cons of the system in users point of 

view as well as current limitations they might face. Some have given a valuable input 

towards future improvements of the system as well. 

 

 User Response (as percentage of total participants) 

System Aspect Evaluated Very Satisfied  Somewhat satisfied  Not Satisfied 

Search and querying facilities 60% 40% - 

Format to introduce Offers 20% 70% 10% 

Bidding Mechanism  40% 60% - 

Mechanism to check user 
credibility  

40% 60% - 

System Notifications to Users  80% 20% - 

Usefulness of Web UI 30% 70% - 

Overall Usability of the 
system  

- 90% 10% 

                                                                                                                     

Table 10 : Summary of questioner based user evaluation of the system 
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As per the user feedback most of them (60%) were preferred to have alphabetic message 

code usage instead of numeric message codes mainly because alphabetic codes can be 

created in more meaningful way relating to the function and easy to recall. It was also 

supported by the fact that using alphabetic codes will reduce the mix up with other 

numerical values in typing the message. On the other hand those who were preferred to 

use numerical message codes have commented that since a leaflet [Appendix B 

is provided to users and a particular user category is restricted to limited no of codes even 

though frequently used, that won’t be  an issue. 

 

Majority of the people were very satisfied about the querying and search facilities 

provided by the system.  Majority of the people (70%) were only some what satisfied 

with the current format to introduce offers (offers to buy as well as offers to sell). Some 

have pointed out that the current message is too lengthy whereas some have came across 

with the problem of remembering the order of parameters where if the order of numeric 

parameters is mistakenly changed a completely different offer would be introduced. 

They have also provided a valuable suggestion that is introducing some meaningful 

alphabetic code or character before each and every parameter other than the message 

code and pin number which eliminates the need to recall the order of parameters.  

 

People were quite happy with the bidding mechanism and user credibility checking 

mechanism.  They had no difficulties at all with the way they get system notifications and 

the information content in it.  Some have also mentioned that with the current system 

even though they happen to manually write down the matching offer information with 

RefId and other related data to avoid browsing through SMS in the inbox, that won’t be a 

much issue. The basis for their argument was that the no of SMS on matching offers to a 

particular user is limited to 10 by the system it self. 

 

People were generally satisfied of the usability of the system and their major concern was 

to facilitate with a better way of introducing offers to the system.   
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The general idea of the majority was that the proposed system provides a very good 

solution in establishing the interaction between farmers in rural areas and traders, by 

reducing the middle man involvement. Most of them have appreciated the concept and 

the POC implementation done as this would allow both farmer and trader getting 

maximum profit out of the business with less effort and less time. Some have appreciated 

the payment automation as that will reduce the people effort and time that’s is wasted 

over banking operations. Overall time and cost for travel savings for trader was also 

highly appreciated as being at a remote place trader can buy products, can make 

payments as well as can get the transportation arranged.  

Some users have viewed as the system as an instance where the latest mobile 

technologies used to ease the life of people in rural areas.  

There were also some valuable improvements suggested by users. Some have suggested 

to include the maximum bid valve received for a particular farmer offer in all the bids 

placed on the same offer to facilitate farmer to make a comparison among them.   

 

Some have suggested in the valuable idea of devising a mechanism for traders to predict  

and cache on what products they will be buying in near future as well as a mechanism for  

farmers to predict on when they will be harvesting a particular product. With such a 

mechanism trader can request for a specific product in specific amount well in advance 

the harvest of the product. Even this would allow farmers to harvest in batches to 

minimize the waste of the agro commodity.  

 

Another good suggestion for improvements was to maintain a history of farmers that 

dealt with a trader and a history of traders that dealt with a farmer.  This would enable 

system to notify a trader about a farmer offer that the trader may be interested of by 

analyzing traders buying pattern and with which farmers he has interacted more. The 

same applies for farmers by analyzing their selling patterns and with which traders they 

have interacted more.  

Few have suggested including a picture of the product when a farmer is introducing an 

offer. This suggestion is good to get an idea on quality of the product but this require 

MMS support mobile phone which is expensive and even the MMS sending cost also 
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high. This was not included in the scope as it was decided to implement the system which 

can be operated by cheap mobile handsets. Another useful feature requested was to 

generate a mini report on price variation of a particular product in a given time period.  

 

Due to time constraints this evaluation was mainly focused on getting a feedback on 

usability aspects of  the system from general public and not  from real traders and 

farmers.  It’s highly recommended to do an empirical evaluation of the system with real 

farmers and traders as proposed in section [5.4 ] to understand constraints found in real 

life operations.    

 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


